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Abstract
The changing industrial world in which we find ourselves has forced companies to evolve technologically, restructuring their
processes and improving their human resources skills. The acceptance by management of a fourth industrial revolution in
transition to a fifth has led them to look for an economical way to stay updated and with the necessary skills to optimize
their production chain. This work presents the development of virtual reality (VR) system for training in detecting faults in
three-phase electric motors. A sample of 30 people was used, homogeneously divided into a control group and an
experimental group. To evaluate the VR systems usability, the System Usability Scale (SUS) was used, obtaining an average
value of 73.33, classifying the system as efficient for the proposed task. On the other hand, in terms of time and knowledge
retention, the performance of this system was compared with the execution of a conventional one. For the training time, an
optimization of 57.73% was obtained, while through a p-value of 0.000003, it was confirmed that this VR system provides a
novel teaching methodology for the instruction and retention of technical knowledge.
Keywords: Virtual reality; Industrial training; Optimization; System Usability Scale (SUS); Induction Motors

1. Introduction

The learning of human resources must advance to-gether with technology. They are essential to optimizethe productive chain of a company or industry. Atpresent, it is new to incorporate training with virtualmechanisms; this means reducing costs and guaran-teeing the learning of the information imparted to thepersonnel. The central commitment of virtual train-

ing is to generate fast and easy-to-use solutions forhuman resources (Cervera et al., 2019; He et al., 2019).
Industrial revolution 4.0 promotes this type of tech-nology, thus allowing the entry of information andefficient resource management. Most industries havebeen forced to enter this new era in order to obtainmore efficient production techniques. The digital toolswithin this fourth industrial revolution are VR and aug-mented reality (AR), used for staff training.
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The primary beneficiaries of this technology are thegoods industries since it allows the automated man-agement of their processes. By having such a widefield of utilisation, it has been seen that these technolo-gies have applications from education, military andmedicine to the maintenance of machinery at an indus-trial level (Baygin, Mehmet; Karakose Mehmet; Akin,2016).
The health emergency and the economic crisis thatthe world is experiencing make technology a decisivefactor in overcoming these difficulties. At an indus-trial level, there are also severe effects since employ-ers, ensuring the health of their employees, seek toavoid physical contact and investigate new ways ofperforming automated work. Virtual applications andplatforms are used to create products for the industrialarea, which is a way to counteract the damages causedby the pandemic (Urbina Pérez et al., 2021).
It is evident that with the application of virtual proce-dures in the industrial environment, changes are forgedin the working frequency and interpersonal relation-ships (Rozo-García, 2020). A technological alternativeto the present and future is VR since it avoids the indus-trial environment and maintains the integrity of people.It is an available option in all processes of industrialproduction (Wang, 2019).
Similarly, the continuous progress of technology al-lows the application of virtual fields in all industriesand even in people’s daily lives. It is a tool that helpsto avoid accidents since it allows to obtain a virtual di-dactic automated handling. Likewise, since many com-panies have adopted this model to carry out training inall the industrial sector processes, it is a preponderantfactor. One of the main advantages adopted with theapplication of VR is better performance in industrialprojects. Besides, it is a factor that seeks continuous im-provement and competitive industrial advantage overother organizations (Wang, 2019; Davila Delgado et al.,2020).
As described in previous paragraphs, this articlepresents the development of a VR system for trainingin the detection of failures of three-phase motors withsquirrel-cage rotor, as well as its comparison with aconventional training system. The system has been de-veloped using the Unity 3D graphics engine and Blender.The HMD and HTC VIVE controls have also been inte-grated.
This article is divided into eight sections, includingthe introduction. Section 2, presents a brief descriptionof works similar to the research proposal, in 3, theobjectives of the study are delimited. In section 4,the development and usefulness of the interfaces aredescribed, while in section 5, the methodology used forthe usability evaluation is shown. Section 6, definesthe selected sample, and the usability questions asked.In 7, the obtained results are discussed; and, in 8, theconclusions and future works are displayed.

2. State of the art

VR technology is increasingly used in industrial pro-cesses. The fourth industrial revolution is essentialsince it allows optimizing the training of human re-sources. This generates efficiency in the time and costthat the industries budget. For this reason, severalresearchers have made VR simulators to optimize theproductive chain of corporations. Some works are citedbelow.
Lacko (Lacko, 2020), in his study, shows the use ofVR to provide health and safety training for industries.He focuses on solving possible failures through auto-mated work that avoids accidents and economic losses.The practice was carried out in two groups of workers,group A was trained with traditional apprenticeships,and group B used VR. At the end of the simulation, aquestionnaire of 20 questions was applied to all par-ticipating workers. Group A obtained a percentage ofcorrect answers of 87%, and in group B, 97% of theanswers were positive. When applying the question-naire after one month of training, the correct answersof group A decreased to 68 %, while group B obtained87% effectiveness.
Shen (Shen et al., 2019), research similarly exposes acomparison between conventional training and VR. Hedescribed that the technology applied in the industry isa factor that saves costs. The study focused on a two-hand gearbox assembly task. The four participants inthe simulation indicated that the use of VR generateslearning in less time, requires less effort when it comesto learning about new topics and obtaining better per-formance in practice according to what was taught inthe experiment.
Implementing a VR system on practices for weldingis aimed at beginners who want to learn about the sub-ject. This is how Chibani (Chibani et al., 2020), explainsthe main processes that the SPIDAR-WELDER systemhas to help the student manipulate the welding toolsand generate essential techniques for the participants.At the end of the study, VR’s main advantages were toavoid possible accidents in beginners, generate didacticlearning on how to operate the machines, and carryout several pieces of training that ensure a critical andoptimal performance in workers.
The main objective of Lustosa (Lustosa et al., 2018),is to implement the fourth industrial revolution in cor-porations. The system was based on a graphical mech-anism and forklift control interfaces, using a joystick.The effect caused by the simulator in the eleven workerswith an age range between 22 and 26 years was posi-tive since, after undergoing a quantitative test, most ofthem answered that the training is easy to understandand execute. The test was carried out with a score of1000 possible points, to which the users obtained aresult of 827 in module 1 and 850 in module 2.
Randeniya (Randeniya et al., 2019), divided 6 par-ticipants, 3 through traditional training and 3 with VR.
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The users who experimented with regular learning didso through PowerPoint, Slides, Videos, among others.The cognitive and psychomotor skills of the partici-pants were evaluated, as well as the main results oftime, intuition, completion of work and precision. The3 participants with VR training scored 9.09, and thethree users with conventional training averaged 6.31,which shows that VR is better than traditional training.
Nurkertamanda (Nurkertamanda et al., 2019), devel-ops the issue of complications and errors that can occurin lathe motors. The objective of the work is to finda solution to the failures through a VR system madein Unity 3D and Blender. The system consists of twoessential menus; i) an introduction where the parts andthe functions of the lathe are shown, and ii) A menudivided into five user training options. Overall, usersanswered 336 questions, 24 each. Three hundred thirtyquestions were fully agreed. The system is efficientsince it shows that users obtain better performance andknowledge thanks to this type of learning.

3. Case of study
In the industrial rhythm in which we find ourselvestoday, highly qualified operators are the ones who makethe difference when measuring the productivity of aprocess or production line. For this reason, Industry4.0 has become vitally important, providing new andefficient methodologies for human resources training.

Among these tools is VR, which is defined as thesimulation of reality utilizing a computer. VR’s advan-tages are focused on optimizing resources such as time

or money and preventing workers from seeing theirphysical integrity exposed unnecessarily.
This study compares two forms of training in termsof fault detection and correction in three-phase electricmotors. The first is based on the teaching adopted asusual within the health crisis that we are daring: videos,slides, and virtual classrooms through video callingsoftware. The second uses an immersive VR application,within which interactive content and sensors are usedthat generate a sense of complete immersion for theuser. See figure 1.
Because there is a wide range of possibilities in termsof failures within this type of motors, those that havebeen taken into account for this study, as they are themost common and because of their easy detection, aredescribed below:

• Broken Bars: It causes a decrease in the regular per-formance of the induction motor. The failure beginswith the fracture of a bar, and if it is not solved intime, it triggers the breakage of more rotor bars.Therefore it is necessary to give continuous mainte-nance to these machines (Maloma et al., 2017).• Inter-turn short citcuits: are caused by damage tothe coating that insulates the coil windings. Thiscan affect the entire coil and even adjacent coils.Mechanical stress, high current peaks, or thermalimpacts are some of the causes of the insulation.When this failure occurs, the machine has vibrationproblems, causing a major breakdown in its mag-netic field. (Fireteanu et al., 2018).

Figure 1. Conventional and VR training
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4. Interactive system design

The graphical environment limits the virtual spacewhere the user will develop and learn to identify thepossible damages of an electric motor. Here, the Unity3D graphics engine and Blender design software wasused. Besides, the interaction of the interfaces withthe HMD and HTC VIVE controls was achieved.
In figure 2, it is observed that the VR system is madeup of three modules, i) Overview, which allows ac-quiring technical notions about three-phase inductionmotors. This has been implemented through a video.ii) Motor faults, where the user will be able to learnhow to recognize an error due to broken bars or shortcircuits and how to repair each one of them. iii) Test,necessary to evaluate the knowledge acquired by theapprentices.

Figure 2. System component diagram

When starting the system, the user will find him-self immersed in a mechanical workshop in order thathis sense of presence is complete and feels within anenvironment that facilitates industrial learning. Here,a menu of options will be displayed where he will beable to choose between starting the training or exitingthe system. See figure 3. If the user agrees to startthe training, a video will be displayed explaining thebasic principles of an induction motor, its parts andits applications. When finishing watching the video, abutton will be enabled to continue to the next scene.This can be appreciated in the figure 4.
In figure 5, the running motor’s nominal data andthe signal of a phase in the oscilloscope are shown. Italso states that the first error the user will have to dealwith is broken bars. The characteristic sound of thiserror has also been simulated to familiarize the userwith their surroundings and with the engine. In thisinterface, a button will take the apprentice to see, on a

Figure 3. Options menu

Figure 4. Tutorial

board, the difference in signal in each phase of a motorwithout fault and one with fault.

Figure 5. Broken Bars fault

In this scene, there is auditory feedback, which ex-plains that the amplitude in the frequency range of 75to 110 Hz decreases to lower values of -40 dBV com-pared to a standard signal. On the other hand, it isalso taught that there is an increase in amplitude inthe frequency range from 100 to 110 Hz. Finally, it isestablished that another characteristic of this type offailure is the creation of lateral peaks near 70, 40 and50 Hz with oscillating amplitudes around -10dbV. Seefigure 6.
Once the user has captured this information, thedisassembled motor will be displayed, i.e. without itscasing and stator. A red swinging arrow will identifyphysical damage to be visible and draw the trainee’sattention. The above described can be seen in figure7. After this, the user will be trained on how to solve
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Figure 6. Broken Bars: graphs comparison

it. Here, the chosen method is brazing since it is themost common way to solve small rotor bars’ small fail-ures.When the repair process is finished, the damagedisappears, faithfully simulating the actual repair pro-cess, having the option to continue with the subsequentfailure. See figure 8.

Figure 7. Broken Bars fault: Physical damage

Figure 8. Broken Bars fault: Brazing process

The scenes developed for the inter-turn short cir-cuits failure are similar. The nominal motor data dis-played on the screen differs so that this fault’s actualconditions can be created. Also, in figure 9 it can beseen that when the user goes on to compare the graphs,he will be able to learn that, in phase 3, there is a rel-atively small increase of 0.53 dBv in the frequency of300 Hz. In phase 1, the spectral signal moves 11 dBvabove the signal without failures. Finally, in the threephases, it can be seen that around 180 Hz, the signal

spectrum increases 23 dBv above the noise level (Caizaet al., 2021).

Figure 9. Short circuit: graphs comparison

Finally, to evaluate the knowledge acquired by eachuser, a questionnaire of ten multiple-choice questionshas been implemented. Four have been directed tounderstanding the broken bars fault, four to the intern-turn short circuit and two to the general understandingof three-phase electric motors. Each question has threeoptions, of which only one corresponds to the appro-priate result. See figure 10. To guarantee the answers’reliability, each time the user selects an answer, it willbe stored, and there will be no way to modify it. Afterthis, he will automatically be immersed in the nextquestion. In figure 11, it can be understood that whenthis evaluation has finished, a screen with the appro-priate feedback will be displayed, i.e., username, scoreobtained, and the time spent.

Figure 10. Test

5. System Usability Scale
It is a procedure that helps to measure the usabilityof technological systems. It was developed in 1986 byJohn Brooke and was based on ten statements whereusers respond through a satisfaction scale about eachvirtual operator’s functionality. It is a test that allowsusers to determine virtual platforms purpose and levelof service (Lewis and Sauro, 2009).

A rating from 0 to 100 determines how efficient thedeveloped systems are. Those that obtain qualifica-
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Figure 11. Test feedback

tions greater than 80 are excellent products, which donot have much to correct, and their qualification is A.Systems that are in a range between 70 and 80 are con-sidered acceptable and have the designation B. Systemsthat are in the range of 50 and 70 are considered poorand have a C rating. Lastly, products that obtain a scorebelow 50 are considered to have very little functionalityand are valued with a D rating. The general guidelineis shown on table 1 (Meldrum et al., 2012).
Table 1. SUS scores description.

SUS Score Grade Adjective Rating
>80 A Excellent
>70-80 B Good
50-70 C Poor
<50 D Awful

The formula used is shown in 1, where X repre-sents the answer to each question. Each of the even-numbered questions is scored by subtracting the user’sscore from 5, that is (5 - X). Instead, subtracting onefrom the user-generated score (X - 1) is performed forodd-numbered questions. To determine the final score,the numbers of the positive and negative questions areadded and multiplied by 2.5, thus generating the finalresult of the usability of a VR system (Sharfina andSantoso, 2017).

S = 2.5 ∗ [
5∑
i=1

(X2i–1 – 1 + 5 – X2i)] (1)

6. Experimental setting

To fulfil this research’s objective, an experiment wasdesigned with the participation of students and pro-fessionals from the city of Ambato-Ecuador with basicknowledge about electronics and automation. 30 peo-ple were chosen to take part in this experiment, andthey were separated into two groups of 15 (a controlgroup and an experimental group). 2 questions wereincluded in this research:

• Q1: Does the use of digital systems like VR allow theoptimization of training times?• Q2: Is the VR system usable for induction motor faultdetection and correction training?
As in other studies, the evaluation of acceptance wascarried out through a survey following the guidelinespresented by SUS (Kim et al., 2017; Naranjo et al., 2019). Although there are other methods for measuringusability, SUS has been widely used in the evaluationof digital systems and VR systems (Lewis and Sauro,2009).
The questionnaire’s responses were establishedfollowing the Likert scale: 1-Strongly disagree, 2-Disagree, 3-Neutral, 4-Agree, 5-Strongly agree. Thefollowing items were included in the survey:

1. I think that I would like to use this VR system fre-quently.2. I found the VR system unnecessarily complex.3. I thought the VR system was easy to use.4. I think that I would need the support of a technicalperson to be able to use this VR system.5. I found the various functions in this VR system werewell integrated.6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in thisVR system.7. I would imagine that most people would learn touse this VR system very quickly.8. I found the VR system very cumbersome to use.9. I felt very confident using the VR system.10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could getgoing with this VR system.

7. Results

7.1. Test

The conventional training process’s main results indi-cate that in question 1, 33.33 % correct answers and66.67 % wrong answers were obtained by the partici-pants. In question 2, 53.33 % of the people answeredcorrectly and 46.67 % wrong. Question 3 was success-ful at 53.33 % while 46.67 % failed. The participants inquestion 4 reached a higher number of correct answers,having only 33.33 % wrong answers. In question 5, 80% correct answers were obtained. The result of ques-tion 6 was 73.33 % correct answers and the remainderincorrect. The value of correct answers was 46.67 % inquestion 7. Success in questions 8 and 9 was 53.33 %.Finally, in question 10, 40 % of the people got it right,and 60 % failed.
Using VR methodology, more significant learningis obtained since it is reflected in the number of cor-rect answers for each question. In question 1, 80 %favorable responses were obtained, and only 20 % un-favorable responses. Question 2 shows that 73.33 %of the participants answered correctly and only 26.67
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% incorrect. Of the 15 people evaluated, 80 % weresuccessful in answering questions 3, and 4, and 20% failed. Question 5 had the highest number of hits,reaching 93.33 %. Question 6 was answered 86.67 %correctly. Questions 7 and 8 obtained a 73.33 % successin answering. Finally, 80 % of the participants gotquestions 9 and 10 correct.
Figure 12 shows that in conventional training, 50 %of the grades are concentrated in scores of 6 or higher.The upper limit is 7, and there is also an outlier with ascore of 3. The VR-based methodology describes that50 % of the scores. Qualifications are found with valuesof 8 or higher, and the rest are results equal to 7. Also,one participant obtained an extreme value with a resultof 6 points.

Figure 12. Conventional and VR scores

According to the average of the two groups’ qualifi-cations, it reflects a favorable result for the VR method-ology, since 80 % of the participants clearly understoodthe different ways to repair an induction motor’s errors.On the other hand, 55.33 % of the people trained withconventional methods generated essential knowledgefor the maintenance of the mechanisms. All this canbe seen in the figure 13.
To statistically verify the efficiency of VR training,the T-student tool has been used, and it has been basedon two hypotheses: i) H0 There is no significant differ-ence between conventional training and VR training; yii) H1 There is significant difference between conven-tional training and VR training. The confidence levelselected corresponds to α=5% = 0,05.
On the other hand, the Shapiro-Wilk test identifiesthe normality of the samples’ observations smaller than30 data. The significance values of conventional train-ing and VR were 0.908 and 0.934, i.e., more significantthan the p-value 0.05. These statistical data affirm

Figure 13. Scores percentage comparison

that the series are normally distributed. To determinethe variances’ equality, the Levene test is performed,where a significance value equal to 0.346 was obtained.
With the assumptions of normality and equality ofthe verified variances, the significance value (0.000003)was calculated. Being less than 0.05, this value al-lowed rejecting H0 and accepting H1, concluding thatVR training is more effective than conventional train-ing, providing solid knowledge, information retention,and correct understanding of the processes shown.

7.2. Training time

To determine the time resource’s optimization, eachof the two induction motor maintenance training wastimed. The conventional instruction was carried outwith the control group, which was trained in a constanttime of 60 minutes. During this time, the professional’spresentation, the content of the module studied, andthe evaluation were considered. In contrast, VR train-ing was carried out at varying times since each of the 15participants in the experimental group needed differenttimes to develop what they had learned. The experi-ment consisted of learning through the HMD and HTCcontrols. The total experience averaged 25 minutes 36seconds.
In figure 14 It can be seen that there are significanttime savings thanks to learning with VR, thus answer-ing the first question posed 6. Besides, to complementthe information, it was found that time is optimized57.73 % concerning conventional training. This analy-sis states that there are better understanding and lesstraining time with learning through Industry 4.0. Inconclusion, we find that induction motor maintenanceoperators can gain more experience and learn throughthis technology. On the other hand, the optimizationof resources in industrial entrepreneurs is essentialsince the costs are lower and can be the reason for thecreation of new training methodologies
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Figure 14. VR vs conventional training time

7.3. Usability

One of the primary purposes of the study was to verifythe use that VR training can generate. This sectionindicates the result of the second question written in6. For this reason, SUS was concerned to determinehow acceptable to the public is the solution of errorsin induction motors by VR. The experimental groupresponded using a Likert scale to the ten statementsmade by the procedure. The average obtained was 73.33out of 100 possible. According to the methodology, itis concluded that it is a program that is friendly, easyto use, and intuitive since it is within the range of 70and 80 points.
In figure 15, the participants’ qualification is indi-cated after being subjected to the methodology pro-posed by John Brooke. After performing the arithmeticoperations, it was obtained that the participants findan appropriate use in the system in all areas concerningan efficient VR system. According to the SUS procedure,training to solve induction motors’ errors is accept-able for 12 people since it is in the range of 70 to 80points. On the other hand, three people obtained gradesbetween 65 and 70, so they find the application withminor usability.

Figure 15. SUS scores

8. Conclusions and future work

A VR system has been developed for training in three-phase induction motor failure detection. The SUSmethodology showed that users consider the systemusable. However, being a first version of the model,there are still factors that must be worked on, suchas the system’s interaction, feedback, and robustness.On the other hand, it has been proven that this digitaltool improves the understanding of industrial processeswithout the need to incur considerable costs or wasteof time.
As future work, it is proposed to increase the numberof scenarios to give the user the possibility of know-ing more faults within this type of engine. It is alsorecommended to use agile methodologies to reduce de-velopment time. The expansion of this system throughaugmented reality and augmented virtuality is in thepipeline. Finally, it is proposed to carry out a study ofthe HTC sensors used to know the feedback efficiency.
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